WAYNE MILLER

I strongly urge you to dial back your unbridled support for the massive rollout of industrial wind turbines using current, immature, inefficient technology. Instead, would you please shift your legal and financial resources to more effectively and actively support: -small scale residential and commercial wind, solar, geothermal production primarily for on-site use, -small scale agricultural bio-mass conversion especially of agricultural waste, -conservation, -conservation, -conservation!

In summary, instead of adding to the profitability of large scale development, please make it more feasible for citizens to reduce their demand on the grid and increase their production of energy to meet their own domestic needs by granting back to us the RPC and like charges to make the payback period on small scale projects three years or less, reduce the paperwork involved for homeowners and small commercial enterprises to benefit from such programs, and stop aiding venture capitalists, foreign corporations, and investment bankers as they industrialize rural NY with thousands of massive structures that produce small amounts of unreliable, expensive power when the grid least needs it.

If you insist on continuing to build big ones, at least make them publicly accountable for keeping their promises and broadly disseminate what they actually produce and when.